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Writing a profile biography can be a daunting task, especially for someone who hasn’t written one 
before. In its basic form, a biography is the story of a person's life. This can be difficult for some, 
especially if they personally knew the person. This page is a guide to writing a biography for 
persons Hiking the Tartan Trail although it would be useful to anyone. 

Some points to keep in mind while writing a biography: 

• it is the story of the person's life. 

• it is not the story about the records or about your travels through the records. 

For the Tartan Trail, we are trying to have a relatively consistent style. To that end, a biography 
will have a number of sections. Not all will always be present 

• Basic information about the person 

• Family information 

• Other information 

• Research notes 

• Source citations 

These sections are elaborated upon and a basic process for writing is defined in this guide. In all 
sections, source citations will be  important.  

Basic 

All profiles should have the basic biography section. This section roughly follows the formula: 

John Smith was born <date> in <location> to <father> and <mother>.<source citation> He 
died in <location> in <year>.<source citation> John married <spouse> on <date> in 
<location>.<source citation>  

While this is the basic formula, some variation is possible. For example, the exact location may 
not be known. If all of the information in this section comes from a single source such as an 
obituary, then only the source citation would come at the end of the paragraph. Whenever another 
person is mentioned and they have a profile on WIkiTree, use the Wikitree linking syntax. For 
example, if John's father was Harry Smith and has a Wikitree ID of Smith-99999, then use [[Smith-
99999|Harry Smith]] to insert a link to the appropriate profile. 

To give a more specific example, suppose we know that John Smith was born on 12 Jun 1829 in 
Oban, Argyllshire, Scotland and that his parents were Harry Smith and Janet Jones. Further, we 
find that he married Mary MacDonald on 19 Sep 1850 in Glasgow. 



 

 

John Smith was born 12 Jun 1829 in Oban, Argyllshire, Scotland, to Harry Smith and Janet 
Jones. He died in 1876 in Glasgow, Scotland. He married Mary MacDonald on 19 Sep 
1850 in Glasgow. 

with links and source citations the text might look like: 

John Smith was born 12 Jun 1829 in Oban, Argyllshire, Scotland to [[Smith-99999|Harry 
Smith]] and [[Jones-88888|Janet Jones].<ref>citation to birth/christening record</ref> He 
died in 1876 in Glasgow, Scotland.<ref>citation to death record</ref> He married Mary 
MacDonald on 19 Sep 1850 in Glasgow.<ref>citation to marriage</ref> 

Family 

The family section won't apply to all persons but if there was a family, including it will start to fill 
out the life of the individual. In its simplest form, the family section lists all known children in birth 
order. If there are children with their own profiles, link to them. If there are children found without 
an existing profile, either add the category "Scotland, Needs Profiles” to the profile you are 
working on or create a new profile for the child. For example, assuming you found two children, 
Alexander and Janet, and only Alexander has an existing profile (e.g. Smith-1000000), then this 
section might say: 

John and his wife Mary had two known children: 

1. [[Smith-1000000|Alexander Smith]] born <date> in <place><ref>citation to 
Alexander’s birth</ref> 

2. Janet Smith baptized <date> in <place><ref>citation to Janet’s baptism</ref> 

Other 

This is the fun part of genealogy—taking it beyond just birth/marriage/death. Who was this person? 
What did they do for a living? Where? When?  

A lot of this information may be found in readily the available records, but it needs to be put into a 
different form. For example, you might find your person in three census records all stating that he 
was a weaver. Did his spouse have an occupation that was related? From the records you could 
say that for at least 20 years he was a weaver and then add the source citations for those census 
records.  

If you want to go further, did the occupation require an apprenticeship? If yes, can you find the 
records for the apprenticeship? If yes, you have found another aspect of the person's life. For 
example, weavers were usually apprenticed. You might find "John Smith entered into a seven-year 
apprenticeship with James MacDonald when he was fourteen." The type of weaving (wool, cotton, 
linen, etc.) might also become known.  

Did the person show up in different locations for each census? Can a reason be discerned? 

Where was he/she married? Where were the children christened? Where was he/she buried? Does 
this information show any patterns? If they died in a place that wasn't where they lived, did one of 
their children live there? 

If the person was from the nobility or otherwise a person of note, there may be other information 
available. 



 

 

So, if we assume that John Smith was a weaver in the 1851 and 1861 census for Glasgow, then: 

John spent at least 10 years as a weaver living in Glasgow, Scotland. 

If we take the proposed apprenticeship information and that John Smith was found in Glasgow in 
the 1851 and 1861 census, then this section might be written: 

John was apprenticed to James MacDonald, a weaver, for seven years starting at age 14. 
Following his apprenticeship, he continued as a weaver in Glasgow through at least 1861. 

Or, another possibility: 

John was a weaver in Glasgow for at least 10 years. He became a weaver through an 
apprenticeship to James MacDonald. 

There is another thing to note that makes for a more interesting story. In the first section he married 
Mary MacDonald. Then we have James having apprenticed to James MacDonald. Note the date of 
marriage and when the apprenticeship ended. Could Mary have been James's daughter. if yes, that 
is interesting information. The biography might then read more like: 

John was a weaver living in Glasgow for at least 10 years. He became a weaver through an 
apprenticeship to James MacDonald. At the end of his apprenticeship, John married his 
master's daughter, Mary. 

Or: 

John was apprenticed to James MacDonald, a weaver, for seven years starting at age 14. 
Following his apprenticeship, he married his master’s daughter, Mary, and he continued as 
a weaver in Glasgow through at least 1861. 

A more complete biography will be developed as a case study. 

Research Notes 

Research notes are an important aspect of research. You may find questions that can't be 
answered, especially contradictions in sources that can't be reconciled. These belong in the  

== Research Notes == 

section. If more research is needed in some areas where then they would get listed here. Or you 
may look in a number of places and still fail to find a particular piece of information. To help the 
next researcher, listing the places you looked for the information lets them start with other places 
instead of duplicating your searches. 

It is usually a good idea to append your name and the date of the research note, especially when 
you might have an interest in any information found by someone else. You can do this by ending 
the note with “; (McCallum-175 00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC))” The four tildes will be saved 
with your name and date. 

Sources 

Sources are required for all Profiles and must follow the Wikitree sourcing guidelines found at 
Help:Sources. These are based on Evidence Explained by Elizabeth Shown Mills which was based 
on the Chicago Manual of Style. Inline sources are preferred. 



 

 

Case Study 

Take the case of Matthew Hall. The starting point is the 1841 Census for Ayrshire. 

Matthew is five in 1841and we see his mother and other family members. There is the beginning 
of information to construct a profile and biography.  

What do we know at this point? 

• Matthew was born about 1836 in Ayrshire 

• his father isn't present 

• his mother's name is Janet, but we don't know her maiden name 

• There are six probable siblings 

• George Galt is a question and would need to be explored 



 

 

• he might be a half sibling if Hall was a second marriage for Janet 

• possible son-in-law? 

• Marry Coffey is a question but would be a likely niece or granddaughter of Janet. 

• born in Ireland? 

• mother could be a sister who would fit in before Agness or could be Agness 

• mother could be a sister of Janet. 

• Source: Free UK Genealogy "Scottish General Register Office: 1841 Census Returns 
database", FreeCEN 
(https://www.freecen.org.uk/search_records/5a141e58f4040b9d6e077e02 : accessed 29 Jun 
2020) [data about Matthew HALL in household of Janet (Mrs) HALL]; citing Piece: 5 Place: 
Dundonald Enumeration District: 5 Civil Parish: Dundonald Ecclesiastical Parish: 590 Folio: 
16 Page: Schedule: Templehill. 

• Census records can provide a lot of information about a person, but it is also important to know 
the instructions given to the enumerator. For example, the 1841 census specifies that ages 



 

 

above 15 are rounded down to the nearest multiple of 5. For example, an 18-year old individual 
could show up as age 15 so don’t make assumptions. This wasn’t always followed and 
sometimes the correct age was given. More information is needed so we look further. In the 
1851 census 

Ten years later there is more of a story to tell. 

• Matthew is now 15 and has an occupation of joiner. His older brother John is now a 
carpenter. 

• a joiner is someone who assembles objects of wood by joining them together  

• it is a specialized form of carpentry 

• it usually entailed an apprenticeship 

• John would also likely have apprenticed 

• Matthew's mother is listed as widowed 

• note a young Robert (five) rather than the older Robert from the previous census 

• was father away from home in previous census and died in the past 5 years? 

• Mother is now an inn keeper and not working as a grocer 

• Source: Free UK Genealogy "Scottish General Register Office: 1851 Census Returns 
database", FreeCEN 
(https://www.freecen.org.uk/search_records/59027a3de9379091b11a0b29 : accessed 29 Jun 
2020) [data about Matthew HALL in household of Janet HALL]; citing Piece: 590 Place: Ayr 
Enumeration District: 5c Civil Parish: Dundonald Ecclesiastical Parish: Dundonald Folio: 0 
Page: 16 Schedule: 62 Address: Temple Hill. 

A story about Matthew is emerging.  

So far, the story would be: 

Matthew was born about 1836. His mother was Janet 

He became a joiner, possibly working as an apprentice to his brother John who was a 
carpenter. 

What other information should be investigated? Where? 

Searching beyond the census records, there is a birth of a Matthew Hall in 1836 to Janet Dunlop 
and Matthew Hall. Doing some more targeted searches for Matthew Hall and spouse Janet Dunlop 
on FamilySearch, we find the following list of children:  

 



 

 

Name Birthdate Christening Place Age 
in 
1841 

Source  

James Millar 
Hall 

18 Sep 1823 29 Sep 1823 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

18 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XTVF-WRC : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
James Millar Hall, 1823. 

Ann Wilson 
Hall 

 16 May 1825 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

16 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XBLS-H53 : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
Ann Wilson Hall, 1825. 

Jean Hall  30 Apr 1827 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

14 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XBL3-Q19 : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
Jean Hall, 1827. 

Robert Dunlop 
Hall 

6 Aug 1829 6 Aug 1829 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

12 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XYWL-J4Q : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
Robert Dunlop Hall, 1829. 

John Hall 12 Dec 1831 19 Dec 1831 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

10 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XTVF-D4R : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
John Hall, 1831. 

Janet Dunlop 
Hall 

 22 Dec 1833 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

8 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XBLS-8JZ : 11 
February 2020), Matthew 
Hall in entry for Janet 
Dunlop Hall, 1833. 



 

 

Name Birthdate Christening Place Age 
in 
1841 

Source  

Matthew Hall 17 Jun 1836 24 Jun 1836 Dundonald, Ayrshire, 
Scotland 

5 "Scotland Births and 
Baptisms, 1564-1950", 
database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ar
k:/61903/1:1:XTVF-KQ3 : 
11 February 2020), 
Matthew Hall in entry for 
Matthew Hall, 1836. 

 

This list matches those from the 1841 and 1851 census this provides a bit more information for the 
biography. Since things match, Matthew's parents are Matthew Hall and Janet Dunlop. For 
completeness, also check ScotlandsPeople for Matthew. We do find him there as well as an 
additional record on FamilySearch. FamilySearch has a second record that has 19 June 1836 for 
birth and 27 Jun 1836 for christening. The ScotlandsPeople records indicate 27 Jun 1836 or 24 Jun 
1836. Those records would also need to be checked ( 

Currently the biography would read: 

Matthew Hall was born 24 Jun 1836 in Dundonald, Ayrshire, Scotland to Matthew Hall 
and Janet Dunlop. 

By 1851, Matthew was working as a joiner, possibly with, or for, his brother John who had 
become a carpenter by this time. 

We are still missing more details of Matthew's life. At the same time, we are finding a bit more 
information about his parents.  

Where we don't find Matthew: 

• Matthew doesn't appear in the 1861 or any of the other census records 

• No death record on ScotlandsPeople or FamilySearch 

Casting our net wider: 

• Death of Matthew Hall on 26 Sep 1912 in Queensland, Australia. Father Matthew Hall, Mother 
Janet Dunlop. Parents are a match. Need a bit more information. 
Citation: Ancestry.com. Australia, Death Index, 1787-1985 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2010. (https://search.ancestry.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?dbid=1779&h=4758632&indiv=try&o_vc=Record:OtherRecord&rhSource=60528 : 
accessed 29 Jun 2020). 

• Find A Grave for this Matthew Hall has a gravestone image. Age is 76. Age subtracted from 
death year gives our Matthew's birth year. Also listed is his wife Margaret. Citation: Find a 
Grave, database and images (https://www.findagrave.com : accessed 29 June 2020), memorial 
page for Matthew Hall (unknown–26 Sep 1912), Find a Grave Memorial no. 151247640, citing 
Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane, Brisbane City, Queensland, Australia ; Maintained by Rich 
Fedoush (contributor 46805205). 

• There is a marriage for our Matthew. He married Margaret Hislop on 23 Sep 1862 in Glasgow. 
His father is listed as Matthew Hall, Master Mariner, deceased and mother Janet Hall born 



 

 

Dunlop. The marriage record also indicates that he is 25 and a Master Joiner. 
https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/view-image/nrs_stat_marriages/3733210?return_row=0 

With this additional information we can assume that the Matthew in Queensland is the same as 
our Matthew. The biography section can be enhanced as follows (this is the Public View): 

Matthew Hall was born 24 Jun 1836 in Dundonald, Ayrshire, Scotland to Matthew Hall 
and Janet Dunlop.[1] He died in Queensland, Australia and is buried in the Twowong 
Cemetery in Brisbane, Queensland.[2][3] 

On 23 Sep 1862, Matthew married Margaret Hislop in Glasgow. At the time of their 
marriage, both were living a 171 Eglinton Street in Glasgow.[4] 

By 1851, Matthew was working as a joiner, possibly with, or for, his brother John who had 
become a carpenter by this time.[5] He eventually becomes a Master Joiner.[4] Sometime 
after his marriage to Margaret, the family emigrates from Scotland to Queensland, Australia 
where they lived until his death in 1912.[2] 

Sources: 
1. "Scotland Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950", database, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTVF-KQ3 : 11 February 2020), Matthew Hall 
in entry for Matthew Hall, 1836. 

2. Ancestry.com. Australia, Death Index, 1787-1985 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2010. (https://search.ancestry.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?dbid=1779&h=4758632&indiv=try&o_vc=Record:OtherRecord&rhSource=
60528 : accessed 29 Jun 2020). 

3. Find a Grave, database and images (https://www.findagrave.com : accessed 29 June 
2020), memorial page for Matthew Hall (unknown–26 Sep 1912), Find a Grave 
Memorial no. 151247640, citing Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane, Brisbane City, 
Queensland, Australia ; Maintained by Rich Fedoush (contributor 46805205) 

4. Statutory registers - Marriages, ScotlandsPeople, database, images 
(https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/view-
image/nrs_stat_marriages/3733210?return_row=0 : accessed 29 Jun 2020), marriage 
between Matthew Hall and Margaret Hislop, 23 Sep 1862. 

5. Free UK Genealogy "Scottish General Register Office: 1851 Census Returns database", 
FreeCEN (https://www.freecen.org.uk/search_records/59027a3de9379091b11a0b29 : 
accessed 29 Jun 2020) [data about Matthew HALL in household of Janet HALL]; citing 
Piece: 590 Place: Ayr Enumeration District: 5c Civil Parish: Dundonald Ecclesiastical 
Parish: Dundonald Folio: 0 Page: 16 Schedule: 62 Address: Temple Hill. 

 

The biography is more complete but there are additional mysteries to be solved. 

A side note about Marry Coffey. A bit of research about Matthew's siblings finds that sister Agness 
married Hugh Coffey 22 Apr 1839 in Dundonald. Marry is likely her daughter. This is shown in: 



 

 

• "Scotland Marriages, 1561-1910", database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XT2M-12L : 11 February 2020), Agnes Hall in entry for 
Hugh Coffey, 1839. 

It isn’t necessary to include this information in Mathew’s profile since it is about a sibling and not 
directly about his life. Areas where more research is needed are indicated by adding the following 
section to the profile just before the sources section: 

Research Notes 

• Matthew Hall senior is mentioned in 
https://books.google.com/books?id=0ecNAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA282&lpg=PA282&dq=ma
tthew+hall+of+dundonald+scotland&source=bl&ots=EM6JASaJRg&sig=ACfU3U3J9-
TF4YrwpJmpwaFlKNo-
Na3sXA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwja8rijt6fqAhUMXc0KHdXrCJoQ6AEwAHoECAY
QAQ#v=onepage&q=matthew%20hall%20of%20dundonald%20scotland&f=false 
where he was listed as a merchant.; (McCallum-175 00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC)) 

• Further research may find that Matthew and his brother John were ships carpenters.; 
(McCallum-175 00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC)) 

• When did Mathew and Margaret emigrate to Australia?; (McCallum-175 00:43, 1 
September 2020 (UTC)) 

The research notes give some mysteries to try and solve and there are still more places to look. 
Page 151 of the city directory for Glasgow lists a “Hislop and Hall, joiners, cabinetmakers and 
upholsterers” at 13 Eglinton Place and a house at 171 Eglinton Street. 171 Eglinton Street was 
where Mathew and Margaret were living when they married.  

Post Office Directory for Glasgow, 1862, 1863, (1862, William MacKenzie, Glasgow), p 
151, “Scottish Post Office Directories,” digital image, National Library of Scotland , 
(https://digital.nls.uk/directories/browse/archive/86326410 : accessed 6 August 2020)). 

Neither Mathew nor Margaret are listed in the directory. Another interesting note is that Hislop 
and Hall are not in the 1861, 1862 directory. 

Post Office Directory for Glasgow, 1861, 1863, (1861, William MacKenzie, Glasgow), p 
151, “Scottish Post Office Directories,” digital image, National Library of Scotland , 
(https://digital.nls.uk/directories/browse/archive/83907525 : accessed 6 August 2020)). 

Looking for ship manifests with a Mathew Hall: 

• Left Rockhampton for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah arriving on 15 
Nov 1869. 
New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 2001-2122, 
2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New South Wales, Australia. 
Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0425?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=f08019ee1c63d54a4f0e9c744e7fa76e&usePUB=true&_
phsrc=YwY2&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.107245829.625591137.1598751373-
1670137587.1598451582&pId=2153074 : accessed 29 August 2020) 



 

 

• Left Troon for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah arriving on 
11 Oct 1869. 
New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 
2001-2122, 2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New South 
Wales, Australia. Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0310?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=6193a8c71831cd0723609e73e32906b4&usePUB=true&
_phsrc=CdN1&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.148206640.625591137.1598751373
-1670137587.1598451582&pId=312557: accessed 29 August 2020) 

• There are other similar entries. These may, or may not, be our Mathew but are likely. 
 

From these records, there appears to be a Mathew Hall working as a ships carpenter between 
1867 to 1871. These ships stayed in, or near ,Australia. This information could give a hint on 
when Mathew and Margaret immigrated to Australia. With a marriage in Scotland in 1863 and 
a regular appearance in Australia starting about 1867, it is likely that they moved to Australia 
between 1863 and 1867. 

Another research note would be that there were a Matthew and Margaret Hall who emigrated 
to Australia in October of 1862, barely two weeks after the marriage. This is likely them but 
some more information about them between 1863 and Mathew’s appearance as a ship’s 
carpenter in 1867 would be helpful. 

• MyHeritage.com [online database], MyHeritage Ltd. 
(https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10700/queensland-australia-
passenger-crew-lists-1852-1885 : accessed 30 August 2020) citing Matthew Hall b. 
Circa 1838, arriving Jan 15 1863 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.; (McCallum-175 
00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC)) 

 

The Final Profile (Public View) 

Biography 
Matthew Hall was born 24 Jun 1836 in Dundonald, Ayrshire, Scotland to Matthew Hall 
and Janet Dunlop.[1] He died in Queensland, Australia and is buried in the Toowong 
Cemetery in Brisbane, Queensland.[2][3] 

On 23 Sep 1862, Matthew married Margaret Hislop in Glasgow. At the time of their 
marriage, both were living a 171 Eglinton Street in Glasgow.[4] 

By 1851, Matthew was working as a joiner, possibly with, or for, his brother John who had 
become a carpenter by this time.[5] He eventually becomes a Master Joiner.[4] Sometime 
after his marriage to Margaret, the family emigrates from Scotland to Queensland, Australia 
where they lived until his death in 1912.[2] Between 1867 and 1869, Mathew did work as 
a ship’s carpenter on ships that traveled around Australia.[6][7] It is likely that Mathew and 
Margaret left Scotland shortly after their marriage and arrived in Australia in 1863.[8]  



 

 

Research Notes 

• Matthew Hall senior is mentioned in 
https://books.google.com/books?id=0ecNAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA282&lpg=PA282&dq=ma
tthew+hall+of+dundonald+scotland&source=bl&ots=EM6JASaJRg&sig=ACfU3U3J9-
TF4YrwpJmpwaFlKNo-
Na3sXA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwja8rijt6fqAhUMXc0KHdXrCJoQ6AEwAHoECAY
QAQ#v=onepage&q=matthew%20hall%20of%20dundonald%20scotland&f=false 
where he was listed as a merchant.; (McCallum-175 00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC)) 

• Source [8] may well be Mathew and Margaret Hall. This ship left barely two weeks 
after their marriage. The timing is right but more research is necessary to prove it.; 
(McCallum-175 00:43, 1 September 2020 (UTC)) 

Sources: 
1. "Scotland Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950", database, FamilySearch 

(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTVF-KQ3 : 11 February 2020), Matthew Hall 
in entry for Matthew Hall, 1836. 

2. Ancestry.com. Australia, Death Index, 1787-1985 [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: 
Ancestry.com Operations, Inc., 2010. (https://search.ancestry.com/cgi-
bin/sse.dll?dbid=1779&h=4758632&indiv=try&o_vc=Record:OtherRecord&rhSource=
60528 : accessed 29 Jun 2020). 

3. Find a Grave, database and images (https://www.findagrave.com : accessed 29 June 
2020), memorial page for Matthew Hall (unknown–26 Sep 1912), Find a Grave 
Memorial no. 151247640, citing Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane, Brisbane City, 
Queensland, Australia ; Maintained by Rich Fedoush (contributor 46805205) 

4. Statutory registers - Marriages, ScotlandsPeople, database, images 
(https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/view-
image/nrs_stat_marriages/3733210?return_row=0 : accessed 29 Jun 2020), marriage 
between Matthew Hall and Margaret Hislop, 23 Sep 1862. 

5. Free UK Genealogy "Scottish General Register Office: 1851 Census Returns database", 
FreeCEN (https://www.freecen.org.uk/search_records/59027a3de9379091b11a0b29 : 
accessed 29 Jun 2020) [data about Matthew HALL in household of Janet HALL]; citing 
Piece: 590 Place: Ayr Enumeration District: 5c Civil Parish: Dundonald Ecclesiastical 
Parish: Dundonald Folio: 0 Page: 16 Schedule: 62 Address: Temple Hill. 

6. Left Rockhampton for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah arriving on 
15 Nov 1869. 
New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 2001-2122, 
2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New South Wales, Australia. 
Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0425?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=f08019ee1c63d54a4f0e9c744e7fa76e&usePUB=tru
e&_phsrc=YwY2&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.107245829.625591137.1598
751373-1670137587.1598451582&pId=2153074 : accessed 29 August 2020) 

7. Left Troon for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah arriving 
on 11 Oct 1869. 



 

 

New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 
2001-2122, 2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New 
South Wales, Australia. Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0310?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=6193a8c71831cd0723609e73e32906b4&usePUB=tr
ue&_phsrc=CdN1&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.148206640.625591137.159
8751373-1670137587.1598451582&pId=312557: accessed 29 August 2020) 

8. MyHeritage.com [online database], MyHeritage Ltd. 
(https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10700/queensland-australia-passenger-
crew-lists-1852-1885 : accessed 30 August 2020) citing Matthew Hall b. Circa 1838, arriving Jan 
15 1863 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. Also cites Margeret Hall b. 1836. 

The Final Profile (Edit View) 
This view shows how to insert inline source citations. 

Biography 
Matthew Hall was born 24 Jun 1836 in Dundonald, Ayrshire, Scotland to Matthew Hall 
and Janet Dunlop. 
<ref>"Scotland Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950", database, FamilySearch 
(https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTVF-KQ3 : 11 February 2020), Matthew Hall in 
entry for Matthew Hall, 1836.</ref>  
He died in Queensland, Australia and is buried in the Toowong Cemetery in Brisbane, 
Queensland. 
<ref name=”findagrave”> Find a Grave, database and images (https://www.findagrave.com 
: accessed 29 June 2020), memorial page for Matthew Hall (unknown–26 Sep 1912), Find 
a Grave Memorial no. 151247640, citing Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane, Brisbane City, 
Queensland, Australia ; Maintained by Rich Fedoush (contributor 46805205)</ref> 
<ref> Statutory registers - Marriages, ScotlandsPeople, database, images 
(https://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/view-
image/nrs_stat_marriages/3733210?return_row=0 : accessed 29 Jun 2020), marriage 
between Matthew Hall and Margaret Hislop, 23 Sep 1862.</ref> 

On 23 Sep 1862, Matthew married Margaret Hislop in Glasgow. At the time of their 
marriage, both were living a 171 Eglinton Street in Glasgow. 
<ref name=”cen1851”>Free UK Genealogy "Scottish General Register Office: 1851 Census 
Returns database", FreeCEN 
(https://www.freecen.org.uk/search_records/59027a3de9379091b11a0b29 : accessed 29 
Jun 2020) [data about Matthew HALL in household of Janet HALL]; citing Piece: 590 Place: 
Ayr Enumeration District: 5c Civil Parish: Dundonald Ecclesiastical Parish: Dundonald 
Folio: 0 Page: 16 Schedule: 62 Address: Temple Hill</ref> 

By 1851, Matthew was working as a joiner, possibly with, or for, his brother John who 
had become a carpenter by this time. 
<ref> Left Rockhampton for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah arriving 
on 15 Nov 1869. 
New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 2001-2122, 



 

 

2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New South Wales, Australia. 
Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0425?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=f08019ee1c63d54a4f0e9c744e7fa76e&usePUB=true&_
phsrc=YwY2&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.107245829.625591137.1598751373-
1670137587.1598451582&pId=2153074 : accessed 29 August 2020) 
</ref> 
He eventually becomes a Master Joiner.<ref name=”cen1851”/> Sometime after his 
marriage to Margaret, the family emigrates from Scotland to Queensland, Australia 
where they lived until his death in 1912.<ref name=”findagrave”/> Between 1867 and 
1869, Mathew did work as a ship’s carpenter on ships that traveled around Australia. 
<ref> Left Troon for Sydney, New South Wales as ship’s carpenter on the Havilah 
arriving on 11 Oct 1869. 
New South Wales Government. Inward passenger lists. Series 13278, Reels 399-560, 
2001-2122, 2751. State Records Authority of New South Wales. Kingswood, New South 
Wales, Australia. Ancestry, database with images, 
(https://www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/1210/images/imaus1787_081054-
0310?treeid=&personid=&hintid=&queryId=6193a8c71831cd0723609e73e32906b4&usePUB=true&
_phsrc=CdN1&_phstart=successSource&usePUBJs=true&_ga=2.148206640.625591137.1598751373
-1670137587.1598451582&pId=312557: accessed 29 August 2020)</ref> 
 
 It is likely that Mathew and Margaret left Scotland shortly after their marriage and 
arrived in Australia in 1863. 
<ref name=”emigrate”> MyHeritage.com [online database], MyHeritage Ltd. 
(https://www.myheritage.com/research/collection-10700/queensland-australia-passenger-crew-
lists-1852-1885 : accessed 30 August 2020) citing Matthew Hall b. Circa 1838, arriving Jan 15 1863 in 
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. Also cites Margeret Hall b. 1836.</ref>  

Research Notes 

• Matthew Hall senior is mentioned in 
https://books.google.com/books?id=0ecNAAAAQAAJ&pg=PA282&lpg=PA282&dq=ma
tthew+hall+of+dundonald+scotland&source=bl&ots=EM6JASaJRg&sig=ACfU3U3J9-
TF4YrwpJmpwaFlKNo-
Na3sXA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwja8rijt6fqAhUMXc0KHdXrCJoQ6AEwAHoECAY
QAQ#v=onepage&q=matthew%20hall%20of%20dundonald%20scotland&f=false 
where he was listed as a merchant.; ~~~~ 

• Source <ref name=”emigrate”/>may well be Mathew and Margaret Hall. This ship left 
barely two weeks after their marriage. The timing is right but more research is 
necessary to prove it.; ~~~~ 

Sources: 

<references/> 



 

 

Beyond the Biography 
There are a number of things that can be added to a 
profile to enhance it. For example, Dundonald, 
Ayrshire, Scotland was overlooked by Dundonald 
Castle. Adding a picture of the castle to the profile with 
a paragraph stating that castle would have been a 
familiar sight to Mathew. This picture was found on 
Wikipedia where it says that the image is in the public 
domain and was taken in 1903. 

Assuming that they did indeed take ship to Australia on 
4 Oct 1862, they would have been on the ship Flying 
Cloud. There is a newspaper clipping for its arrival in Australia which would indicate they traveled 
in steerage. Note that this was also in a time period where there was a campaign recruit 
immigrants to Australia. 

1863 'THE FLYING CLOUD.', The Courier (Brisbane, Qld. : 1861 - 1864), 17 January, p. 
2. , viewed 01 Sep 2020, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article3160951 

There have been a number of books and articles written about this ship including: 

• Shaw, David W., Flying Cloud : the true story of America's most famous clipper ship and 
the woman who guided her, (W. Morrow, New York : 1980) 

• Johnson, Eileen B., They Came Direct: “Flying Cloud” 1863, (Marlborough, Australia: 
2004). This book includes passenger lists. 

• Wikipedia contributors, "Flying Cloud (clipper),"  Wikipedia, The Free 
Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Flying_Cloud_(clipper)&oldid=96
4568009(accessed August 31, 2020). 

Adding an image of the ship could add interest: 

 

 

Image from Wikipedia (public domain). 

 

 



 

 

 

Reference Material for Writing a Biography 
For help in source citations see: 

• Evidence Explained by Elizabeth Shown Mills. This is the Wikitree recommended style. It is 
based on the Chicago Manual of Style. http://evidenccexplained.com 

• The University of Strathclyde has a Referencing Guide at 
https://www.strath.ac.uk/media/1newwebsite/centres/centreforlifelonglearning/documents/
Referencing_Guide.pdf 

• Some online repositories can generate source citations for you 

o FamilySearch.org has source citations. While not perfect, they are usually 
adequate. 

o FreeCen.org.uk has a “Generate Citation” button which can create an Evidence 
Explained citation. 

o Hathitrust.org has a link to generate citations. 
o ScotlandsPeople provides a reasonable citation at the top of the source image. 
o Worldcat.org  has a link for citations. 

General suggestions: 

• A biography can be enhanced by reading about the social history of the times the subject 
lived. Was there a famine in the area? Was there civil unrest? Changes in religion?  

o This might explain someone emigrating out of Scotland. 

 

 

 


